
SENATE .... No. 5.

Hon Albert E. Pillsbury, President.
Boston, Jan. 8, 1886.

Sir : Herewith I transmit to you, for the Legislature, the
Report of the Cattle Commissioners for the last three months
of the current year, ending Jan. 1, 1886.

Respectfully yours,

LEVI STOCKBRIDGE, Chairman.
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REPORT Of THE CATTLE COMMISSIONERS
FOR THE

Last Quarter of the Current Year, ending Jan. 1, 1886.

To the Legislature of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

By act of the Legislature of 1885, passed June 19, it was
made the duty of His Excellency the Governor to appoint a
board of three Cattle Commissioners, to serve, one for a
term of three years, one for a term of two years, and one
for a term of one year. In compliance with this duty His
Excellency appointed Levi Stockbridge of Amherst for the
first named term, A. W. Cheever of Dedham for the second,
and John F. Winchester of Lawrence, for the third term ;

and we assumed the duties of the office the sth of October.
The Board of Commissioners on Contagious Diseases amongo o
Domestic Animals, kindly gave us all the information to
enable us to commence our labors promptly and intelligently.
We found no prevailing contagion in the State but hog
cholera, and many cases which were under the watch of the
retiring Board, or where the accounts of losses and expenses
had not been closed, came under our control. We found
the disease prevailing most extensively in the four west-
ern counties, especially Hampden and Berkshire, which fact
continues to the present time; but we have received notice
of its presence in several towns or cities in Worcester and
the counties east. In our efforts to suppress the contagion
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we pursued the detailed method adopted by our predecessors,
which enabled us to confine the disease to the premises where
it apparently originated ; but we also directed our attention
to the source of the origin of each case. We soon became
satisfied that every outbreak was independent of all others
in the State, and the result of the use of western pork con-
taining the germ of the disease. As the late Board willo o
doubtless give in their report a detailed statement of this
phase of the subject it is needless that we pursue it further.
We have been notified by the proper officers of many sick
and ailing swine where cholera was not present, and for the
reason that their owners entertained the erroneous opinion,
that, if the Commissioners were called, their sick and even
dead animals would be paid for; but we have found 51
cases of true hog cholera, in premises where 1,595 swine
were kept. If this disease shall continue to make its ap-
pearance in the singular manner as heroin stated, it may be
found wise to modify the law, so that appraisal and payment
shall not primarily take the form of a bounty to citizens for
their sick or dead swine, or that the Commissioners issue a
circular to the municipal officers of the State, instructing
them that in cases where swine owners procure city, board-
ing-house and hotel swill as food for their swine, or use
western pork in their families, the refuse of which is given
them, it must be done at their own risk ; and, if such herds
are infected with the contagion, strict isolation must be en-
joined, but no appraisal or payment for loss may be made.

Houses.
Glanders or farcy is yet in the State, and we cannot say

it is either on the increase or wane as compared with the
last few years. We are, however, satisfied that the enforce-
ment of the law against it keeps it in check, making a
certain class of horse traders extremely cautious about pre-
paring such for trade, and then shifting them from man to
man about the State, and, whenever possible, disposing of
them to innocent and unsuspecting persons. We have
reason to believe that when discovered they are often
passed back and forth across State lines to avoid State law
by concealment; but we have been able to secure and kill
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three such animals, sequestered here by parties from Con-
necticut. The number of suspected cases reported to us
has been twenty-two, eighteen of which proved to be
glandered, and were destroyed.

Neat Stock.
October 15 the selectmen of Greenfield reported a severe

and alarming case of sickness in the herd of cattle belonging
to Messrs. Rogers and Parsons of that town, the develop-
ment of which gave indication of contagion. The premises
were visited and examined with care, and an autopsy made
of a dead animal. Fears had been entertained that the
disease was blackleg, and it had some of its characteristic
features. But our examinations led to the conclusion that
it was a form of anthrax or charbon, induced by the some-
what hurtful food the cattle had received at the barn, and
the condition of the fields on which they ranged. Change
of feed, pasture and management were recommended; and
no more animals were attacked, the sick recovered and the
alarm subsided.

LEVI STOCKBRIDGE,
A. W. CHEEVER,

J. F. WINCHESTER, D. V. S
Cattle Commissioners.

Boston, Jan. 8, 181


